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ABSTRACT
The West African Ebola epidemic has set in motion a
collective endeavour to conduct accelerated clinical trials,
testing unproven but potentially lifesaving interventions
in the course of a major public health crisis. This
unprecedented effort was supported by the
recommendations of an ad hoc ethics panel convened in
August 2014 by the WHO. By considering why and on
what conditions the exceptional circumstances of the
Ebola epidemic justiﬁed the use of unproven
interventions, the panel’s recommendations have
challenged conventional thinking about therapeutic
development and clinical research ethics. At the same
time, unanswered ethical questions have emerged, in
particular: (i) the speciﬁcation of exceptional
circumstances, (ii) the speciﬁcation of unproven
interventions, (iii) the goals of interventional research in
terms of individual versus collective interests, (iv) the
place of adaptive trial designs and (v) the exact meaning
of compassionate use with unapproved interventions.
Examination of these questions, in parallel with empirical
data from research sites, will help build pragmatic
foundations for disaster research ethics. Furthermore, the
Ebola clinical trials signal an evolution in the current
paradigms of therapeutic research, beyond the case of
epidemic emergencies.
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It appears that the 2014–2016 West African Ebola
epidemic is ﬁnally subsiding, after having caused
the death of more than 11 000 of the people
infected by the virus. Probably many more fell ill
or died as a consequence of the disruption of
health services in the most affected countries.1 On
11 August 2014, a few days after declaring a public
health emergency of international concern, the
Director General of the WHO convened a panel of
experts to consider the pressing ethical questions
raised by the existence of potentially effective but
untested biomedical interventions for Ebola virus
disease (EVD). The panel of 12 members concluded unanimously that: “In the particular context
of the current Ebola outbreak in West Africa, it is
ethically acceptable to offer unproven interventions
that have shown promising results in the laboratory
and in animal models but have not yet been evaluated for safety and efﬁcacy in humans as potential
treatment or prevention”.2 The set of recommendations issued at the conclusion of the advisory
meeting opened the path to broader consultations
and to the conduct of scientiﬁcally sound clinical
trials during the course of a major public health
emergency. In a matter of months, under the oversight of national, international and academic ethics
committees, a number of clinical trials with efﬁcacy

endpoints could be conducted at appropriate sites
of Ebola outbreaks, testing novel or repurposed
therapeutic agents,3 or convalescent plasma.4 In
addition, phase II/III trials of Ebola vaccines could
be organised in a matter of months in West Africa.5
A community cluster trial using an innovative
design has so far provided sufﬁcient evidence of
vaccine efﬁcacy6 to advance industrial production.
The pace of clinical trials triggered by the 2014–
2016 Ebola epidemic has thus been remarkably
fast, challenging the usual benchmarks of therapeutic development.
Prior to 2014, and notably on the occasion of
the successive pandemics caused by the severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus and
H1N1 inﬂuenza, some aspects of the ethics of clinical research in public health emergencies had
already been given due consideration. Scholars paid
particular attention on anticipatory measures (eg,
advance model protocols),7 alternative consent
models or procedures to streamline the work of
ethics review committees.8 In August 2014, when
the Ebola epidemic was escalating, anticipatory
measures were not in place. The questions put to
the WHO panel represented predictable but unresolved challenges to established ethical and regulatory norms of clinical research. The panel’s main
recommendations have not fundamentally been disputed by the scientiﬁc community. Yet serious criticisms were expressed by some ethicists about
procedural issues, such as the process of the
meeting, the scientiﬁc legitimacy of the panellists9
or the legitimacy of international ethical guidance
in general.10 Some have also argued that the focus
of the meeting on clinical research ethics was
inappropriate, considering that more pressing
public health issues were left unanswered.11 12
Such criticisms raised legitimate concerns but they
did not contribute to solving or even to approaching the urgent ethical questions faced by frontline
clinicians, researchers or public health authorities
in West Africa and elsewhere.
Turning to a matter of substantive importance,
Dawson deplored the lack of clarity over exact
values underpinning the recommendations of the
WHO panel.11 Looking back with the hindsight of
how Ebola clinical trials actually happened in West
Africa, two questions appear to be at the core of
controversies raised by those trials, and to underscore what values are at stake. The ﬁrst question
asks if and how it is possible to reconcile individual
and collective interests when clinical research is
conducted during a catastrophic public health situation. The second question examines how uncertainties over the risks and beneﬁts of untested
interventions can be pondered when the odds of
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dying are very high and no cure exists. While these questions
are not new ﬁelds of investigation, the Ebola epidemic in West
Africa has set precedents, by pushing researchers towards pragmatic solutions and prudent transgressions from conventional
models of drug development and research ethics. Importantly,
these questions pertain to clinical research in general, beyond
the particular cases of Ebola epidemics or public health disasters. In the following three sections, I will ﬁrst discuss some problems of deﬁnitions, respectively considering the ‘exceptional
circumstances’ of an Ebola outbreak, the spectrum of possible
therapeutic interventions (leaving apart the speciﬁc case of
vaccine trials) and how they could be selected. I will then
proceed to address the two substantive questions set out in this
introduction.

DEFINING ‘EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES’
With regard to research ethics, the WHO panel argued that the
West African Ebola epidemic was exceptional for a number of
reasons, including: the magnitude of the epidemic, the high
lethality of EVD, its contagiousness, additional burdens on
fragile health systems and the opportunity to investigate the
disease only during an epidemic period. The concurrence of
multiple circumstances led to the consensus that clinical trials
had to move forward without undue delays. However, the exact
rationale for such circumstances to justify exceptions to well
established norms was never analysed in a systematic theory of
disaster ethics.
So it remains to be established by what sets of criteria future
public health disasters will be measured against the West African
Ebola epidemic, when unproven therapeutic or preventive

interventions could be considered. When deﬁning the boundaries of ‘exceptional circumstances’, it would be imperceptive to
oppose the ‘individualistic’ perspective of medical care against
more encompassing public health interests. Arguably, EVD
therapeutic interventions were not primarily meant to contain
the epidemic. Yet the resistance of communities to public health
measures, including facility isolation, has been a critical obstacle
to the control of the current as well as other ﬁlovirus epidemics.13 Had decisive therapeutic capacities been available in
addition to supportive care, victims and their communities
would have been more likely to accept the necessity of isolation.
The exact deﬁnition of ‘exceptional circumstances’ is also
important to specify to what extent an Ebola epidemic departs
from other, less urgent but equally catastrophic situations. In
other words, if Ebola epidemics did justify new ethical and regulatory standards to speed up biomedical research and development, it is legitimate to ask why the same accelerated processes
could not apply more broadly. From a public health perspective,
this could be the case in any epidemic situation, whether acute
or more chronic, where existing control measures are insufﬁcient. From an individualistic perspective, the argument was
extended by Schuklenk14 to any disease causing ‘catastrophic’
consequences for individuals, taking past controversies over
early randomised trials of antiretroviral therapies as exemplary.
Seizing the opportunity, other observers of the meeting on 11
August 2014 wondered why cancer patients for whom no
therapy exists could not beneﬁt from facilitated access to
unproven interventions in the same way as some EVD
patients.15 The question is central to therapeutic development,
and it challenges the current canons of clinical research ethics in
several respects. Interestingly, the West African epidemic conﬂates features of a ‘catastrophic’ event from both an individualistic perspective and a public health perspective. Calling EVD in
West Africa an ‘exceptional’ situation for research ethics echoes
the claims made by proponents of two opposing world views:
those putting individual interests upfront and those for whom
communal interests should prevail. This might be one reason
why the panel’s conclusions were generally seen as uncontroversial but at the same time open to misinterpretations.

DEFINING ‘UNREGISTERED INTERVENTIONS’

Figure 1 Eligibility of investigational interventions for clinical trials in
Ebola virus disease (EVD) patients: an example of a risk–beneﬁt matrix.
A possible mapping scheme of risks/beneﬁts is shown. Acceptable
combinations were considered for two situations: (i) treatment of
conﬁrmed cases or post-exposure after high risk events (shaded area)
and (ii) post-exposure after low risk events (bordered area). The vertical
axis shows if evidence of efﬁcacy (E) exists from: E1, human
compassionate use (considering the number treated and expert
judgement on plausibility of efﬁcacy); E2, in vivo, non-human primate;
E3, in vivo, non-primate; E4, cell culture: virus neutralisation or
inhibition of replication; and E5, other in vitro assays (eg, pseudo typed
virus, molecular assays). The horizontal axis shows if evidence of safety
(S) exists from: S1, human use: repurposed drug marketed for another
indication; S2, human trial with healthy volunteers: phase 1; S3,
human compassionate use (considering number treated and expert
judgement on evidence of safety); S4, in vivo, non-human primate; S5,
in vivo, non-primate; and S6, in vitro demonstration that predictable
toxicity is unlikely to occur (eg, cross reactivity of antibodies with
human cell lines).
2

The deliberations of the WHO panel initially focused on
‘unregistered interventions’ then moved to encompass a broader
set of categories. For therapeutic agents, the lexicon of possibilities includes more or less distinct situations that require further
speciﬁcations, for example experimental, unproven, untested,
unregistered, off trial, repurposed or investigational drugs.
Leaving vocabulary conventions apart, the fact is that candidate
interventions to treat or prevent EVD occupy variable positions
along the spectrum of pharmaceutical development.16 More
speciﬁcally, they differ in the extent of available knowledge
about their possible efﬁcacy and toxicity. Experts have thus been
bound to making subjective evaluations when weighing risk/
beneﬁt ratios, scientiﬁc evidence or mere plausibility. One could
argue that this situation is not fundamentally different from the
routine appraisal of novel therapeutic agents. For example, the
US Food and Drug Administration approval process for novel
therapeutic agents appears more ﬂexible than expected, relying
on evidences of variable quality.17 Furthermore, US federal regulations include provisions to accommodate emergency situations, such as requests for compassionate use.18 19 Even where
national regulations do not provide such guidance, the catastrophic situation created by the Ebola epidemic could justify
efﬁcacy trials with candidate drugs, irrespective of their stage of
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pharmaceutical development. This is what the WHO panel concluded in essence, setting an important precedent for research
ethics in general.

SELECTING ‘UNREGISTERED INTERVENTIONS’
In technical recommendations issued in November 2014, the
WHO Secretariat reiterated the condition of efﬁcacy in the nonhuman primate model.20 In the absence of such a model, a case
by case evaluation would be made, based on “…all available evidence of the antiviral activity against [Ebola virus] in vitro and
in other animals, together with pharmacokinetics and efﬁcacy in
humans against other viruses or disease”.
Currently, it is thus open to interpretation if in vitro evidence
of Ebola virus inhibition alone could be considered as a sufﬁcient criterion, in the absence of additional animal evidence of
efﬁcacy and safety. The matter is even more complex, considering that some candidate interventions to treat EVD rely on
plausible disease modifying mechanisms, instead of antiviral
activity. Regardless of their proposed mechanisms, some among
the candidate drugs have already been tested in humans and
approved for more common indications. Testing them in EVD
trials would thus qualify as a case of drug repurposing—that is,
the use of an approved drug or a drug under development for a
different indication than that for which it was originally developed.21 In fact, some of the trials that took place in West
Africa3 met the deﬁnition of drug repurposing for EVD.
Regrettably, the latest WHO guidance5 22 does not refer explicitly to the case of repurposing, or to any eligibility scheme for
the selection of unproven interventions. Figure 1 illustrates what
such a scheme could look like, mapping the acceptable trade off
between presumed efﬁcacy and toxicity.
The principle is simple and intuitively understandable: one
would accept more uncertainty about efﬁcacy if the toxicity is
likely to be low or reasonably known (eg, with repurposed
drugs). Conversely, one would accept a higher risk of toxicity if
robust preclinical data showed evidence of efﬁcacy (eg, in nonhuman primates). This sort of systematic approach could be
used to clarify how experts evaluated the risk/beneﬁt boundaries
of potential interventions. In any case, the appraisal of preclinical data—particularly in the absence of a reliable animal model
—is a complex exercise, which ethically imposes the highest
standards of scientiﬁc expertise, plurality of opinions and transparence over selection criteria. Even if drugs are known for
their high therapeutic index and direct harms are unlikely, the
conduct of futile trials would have an opportunity cost, at the
expense of more credible interventions. For example, amiodarone, an old drug used to treat cardiac arrhythmia, was given to
a series of 65 EVD patients, in the absence of any in vivo efﬁcacy data.23 After creating a controversy among researchers,24 25
the trial was terminated without any conclusive evidence of clinical beneﬁt.5 Futile or poorly designed trials carry substantial
costs for the populations and highly fragile health systems in
low income countries.

CLINICAL TRIALS, SOCIAL VALUE AND INDIVIDUAL
INTERESTS
The WHO ethics panel of 2014 made it clear that ‘properly
designed clinical studies’ should be the main way to appraise
unproven interventions for EVD. Yet two controversies still
divide researchers, ethicists and others concerned by the
conduct of trials during the Ebola epidemic: the primacy of randomised controlled clinical trials (RCTs) and the understanding
of ‘compassionate’ use.26–29 These debates already took place in
the past, prominently on the occasion of early HIV trials.30
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They have been magniﬁed by the Ebola epidemic and its exceptional circumstances, reﬂecting a more profound tension
between individual and social (ie, collective) values. By putting
social value above individual interests, those who defend a
public health perspective of clinical trials offer a number of
arguments, which could be summarised as follows. Firstly, clinical research is essentially justiﬁed by a public health imperative
that outweighs the medical obligation to provide optimal
medical care. This is to fulﬁl “the duty to protect the population
as a whole; a ﬁduciary obligation to realise the social value of
the research; and the moral responsibility to distribute the beneﬁts and burdens of research fairly across society”.31 Secondly, if
the ultimate goal of clinical trials is to beneﬁt the medical care
of future patients, current patients ought to primarily enrol in
therapeutic trials for the sake of advancing collective knowledge, and for the beneﬁt of future generations of patients.32
Accordingly, in clinical trials the physician–patient relationship
should not interfere with the relationship between physician–
investigator and patient–subject. This separation of roles is
needed to avoid any ‘therapeutic misconception’ from the
patient’s side, and to preserve the professional integrity of the
investigator.32 Finally, to enhance the social value and the scientiﬁc validity of clinical trials, participants should be
randomised.28
The Ebola epidemic has shown the limits of a dogmatic
understanding of clinical research, where public health and
patient care are opposed. The plain circumstances of such a devastating outbreak invalidate at least two assumptions, both
implicit from a strict public health perspective of clinical trials:
(i) patients’ altruism and (ii) clinicians’ readiness to forfeit their
therapeutic obligations.
The assumption that patients primarily enrol in therapeutic
trials for the sake of advancing collective knowledge, and for
the beneﬁt of future generations, is questionable, particularly
with catastrophic diseases. Empirical research has shown that
the majority of cancer patients who enrol in phase I clinical
trials are motivated by the hope of some therapeutic beneﬁt.33
Altruistic considerations come second in their decisions. The
same seems to be true for any catastrophic illness, HIV/AIDS
being a case in point.14 After infection with Ebola Zaire strains,
the risk of dying within days varies between 50% and 90%.
This magnitude of risk would probably be felt as high enough
for most of us to rationally accept the uncertain risk/beneﬁt of
receiving an unproven intervention, provided that scientiﬁc and
ethics oversight are guaranteed. A properly designed and monitored trial could certainly meet both collective and individual
interests. Yet if randomisation is unavoidable, infected persons
are denied the chance (or the risk) to make their own choice of
treatment allocation. Seeking consent for an RCT would thus
amount to nothing more than a patronising appeal to altruism.
Likewise, the idea that physicians acting as clinical investigators should set aside their primary medical duty and their own
therapeutic preferences is particularly daunting when Ebola
infected patients die in high numbers. While clinicians would
generally accept the idea to test an unproven intervention
within the frame of a monitored trial, randomised designs make
this situation even more problematic. Unless dictated by scarcity,
randomisation was often perceived as a tragic choice for
humanitarian workers who could not readily forfeit their therapeutic obligations and wished to maintain patients’ trust in such
difﬁcult circumstances. The clustering of EVD inside households
illustrates this kind of dilemma. When several members of a
family attended an isolation facility, their random allocation to
different regimens was emotionally difﬁcult and felt as morally
3
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problematic [Annick Antierens, personal communication]. In
addition, randomisation adds unnecessary burdens to the management of EVD patients, and additional risks of nosocomial
accidents.34

DEALING WITH UNCERTAINTY
If clinical trials were primarily conducted for their social value
(ie, the beneﬁt of future generations), and if there was a
genuine uncertainty over the aggregate balance of risks and
beneﬁts, then the most robust trial designs should indeed be
applied. In the previous section, I have discussed how pragmatic aspects of EVD control make a strict public health perspective of clinical trials difﬁcult to defend. A separate but
confounding issue is how we can deal with uncertainty over
the risks and beneﬁts of an untested intervention, when the
odds of dying are high and no cure exists. This second question encompasses at least three other questions derived from
different disciplines.
I. A biomedical question: how is preclinical knowledge predictive of risks and beneﬁts in humans? Even animal data
are quite limited as predictors of safety and efﬁcacy in
humans.35
II. An epistemic question: what trial design is best to perform
to generate robust evidence about risks and beneﬁts?
Upshur and Fuller36 answer by disputing the primacy of
RCTs as a gold standard of scientiﬁc validity.
III. An ethical question: whose opinions are counted in the
appraisal of risks and beneﬁts?
To answer the latter question, ethicists generally put forward
the argument of clinical equipoise. Accordingly, a clinical trial is
justiﬁed when there exists ‘an honest, professional disagreement
among expert clinicians about the preferred treatment’,37 and
more precisely if experts are equally divided over the issue, a
situation called ‘clinical equipoise’ or ‘collective equipoise’.
When deciding if a trial is ethically justiﬁed, collective equipoise
is more important than the individual preferences of attending
clinicians.37 In other words, all clinicians involved in the
conduct of a trial should forfeit their own views about the best
therapeutic options (their therapeutic obligation) when collective equipoise exists. I concur with Caplan38 on the idea that
clinical equipoise breaks down as the odds of dying without any
effective intervention are very high. When it comes to acutely
fatal conditions such as EVD, the assertion that clinical equipoise exists is subjective and unveriﬁable. It implies the idea of a
virtual space where all ‘expert clinicians’ would express different
but ideally balanced views on risks and beneﬁts. How this
balance is set depends on who are the persons acknowledged as
experts,39 and on their cognitive or emotional proximity to the
catastrophic event. Furthermore, the exact threshold of disagreement among experts, which would justify the conduct of a trial,
is also open to subjective interpretations.40
Thus collective equipoise is unlikely to have been of any relevance in the ethical assessment of Ebola clinical trials. What
actually happened was a two stage process. First, biologists and
drug experts expressed opinions over the plausible risk/beneﬁt
ratio of candidate interventions.22 Then, trial experts and outbreak response managers deliberated over the feasibility, acceptability and design of proposed interventions. What ultimately
justiﬁed the clinical trials in the ﬁrst place was an honest, professional agreement among a set of legitimate experts examining
the individual merits of experimental treatments. This is a more
realistic and veriﬁable condition than the abstract and unveriﬁable concept of clinical equipoise.
4

ADAPTIVE TRIAL DESIGNS
Reconsidering the role of RCTs, scientists have piloted methodological innovations departing from conventional trial
designs, and at the same time highly relevant to the West
African epidemic situation. The ﬁrst idea is to look exclusively
for large size effects. As noted years ago by Horobin,41 patients
with rapidly lethal diseases are not helped if their only prospect
is to wait for statistically robust demonstrations of a marginal
beneﬁt after the conclusion of large size RCTs. Another way to
speed up therapeutic research is to use adaptive trial designs.42
Adaptive designs (as opposed to ﬁxed randomised designed)
allow for accruing information to be taken into account, to
maximise the chances of trial participants to be effectively
treated. This option is also ethically less problematic when
informed consent is undermined by a desperate medical
situation.43
Combining the pragmatic logic of the three concepts (identiﬁcation of large effects, adaptive designs and RCTs in case of
residual uncertainty), Cooper et al44 have proposed a multistage
sequential approach of treatment evaluation. They concluded
that a multistage sequential approach is appropriate for the clinical evaluation of EVD treatments as it “discards ineffective
treatments quickly, while reliably providing evidence concerning
effective treatments”. If ﬂexible and ingenious designs are
indeed appropriate in cases of catastrophic diseases, the main
moral questions come down to issues of limits: what effect size
should be considered as meaningful in an acutely lethal situation? From what threshold of spontaneous lethality is it
morally defensible to disallow the statistical robustness of RCT
designs and the kind of tragic choice that they impose on
clinicians?

‘COMPASSIONATE’ USE
In parallel to the controversy about the design of Ebola therapeutic trials, the moral justiﬁcations for ’compassionate’ use
have been vividly debated.27 29 Compassionate use is technically
regulated by the US administration under the provisions of the
“Expanded access to investigational drugs for treatment use”45
and it has typically been applied to new drugs for cancer, HIV
or tuberculosis patients.46 Similarly, ’emergency’, ‘special’ or
’restricted’ access programmes exist in several countries to regulate the off trial use of unregistered interventions. These programmes are generally, but not always, bound to the legal
obligation to collect data on adverse events and—less frequently
—efﬁcacy.47 The WHO panel did not take any position to
encourage or discourage the compassionate use of experimental
products during the course of the Ebola epidemic. It simply
declared a moral obligation to share ‘transparently and rapidly’
all scientiﬁc data generated by any sort of use of investigational
products. This uncontroversial recommendation did not seem to
have been taken seriously by all researchers in possession of clinical EVD data. It took until April 2015 for WHO to be able to
publicise summaries on 14 EVD patients treated under ‘compassionate use’ protocols outside of Africa.48 Regrettably, none of
the patients treated in the USA appear in this series. Twelve of
the 14 patients received experimental treatments, including 6
who were given combinations of two or more investigational
drugs. This makes inferences about the efﬁcacy of those drugs
the more difﬁcult. It also shows that the presumptions of collective equipoise are far from universal.
Some ethicists noted that the word ‘compassionate’ is misleading in the EVD situation, for at least two reasons.49 Firstly,
compassionate use typically refers to agents evaluated in clinical
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trials, and for which some prior data on safety in humans exist.
Secondly, compassionate use does not necessarily entail moral
obligations to contribute to evaluating effectiveness.
Accordingly, and to reﬂect the fact that emergency trials considered for EVD can carry as many risks as beneﬁts, it became
clear that a more precise concept had to be deﬁned. To reﬂect
such considerations, a WHO Ebola ethics working group50 has
coined the qualiﬁer of monitored emergency use of unregistered
and experimental intervention’ (MEURI). MEURI protocols
would thus commit their promoters to the systematic documentation of clinical outcomes and other effects. This approach
reﬂects one of the recommendations of the WHO panel saying
that: “Capacity should be available to administer the experimental therapy in conjunction with the necessary supportive treatment, to monitor and manage any side effects and to monitor
the progress of treatment, including, at a minimum, measuring
when possible appropriate surrogate outcomes, such as disease
and immune response markers”. The fact that expatriate health
workers were the ﬁrst to receive investigational drugs against
EVD has often been denounced as a blatant injustice. This claim
is not entirely justiﬁed, since until recently risks and beneﬁts
could be accurately monitored only after transfer to technologically advanced facilities.51
MEURI is meant to represent an exceptional decision about
distinct individuals. One misinterpretation would be to recruit
in a systematic way serial cases under MEURI protocols to circumvent, for example, too conservative or unﬁt regulatory
restrictions. Therefore, MEURI circumstances should not be
exempt from ethics oversight, and they should not substitute for
properly designed trials.

CONCLUSIONS
One could deplore that none of the promising treatments used
in Ebola ﬁeld trials could so far be convincingly conﬁrmed as
curative.52 Regardless, with their variable merits and shortcomings, those emergency clinical trials conducted in the course of
a major epidemic could collectively contribute to building pragmatic foundations of disaster research ethics. This exercise
would be more meaningful if ethicists and social scientists seized
the opportunity to bring the voice of victims, investigators, clinicians and survivors into ethical debates that have too often been
disembodied and rhetorical.
The complex issues examined in this essay illustrate how the
Ebola epidemic has stripped conventional research ethics from
its veil of comfort. Firstly, the Ebola trials have shown that, provided that sound scientiﬁc standards of research are respected,
individual and collective interests do not necessarily compete
when it comes to treating catastrophic diseases and testing
unproven interventions. One way to reconcile individual and
collective values is to use trial designs adapted to distinct catastrophic circumstances.
Secondly, while being indeed exceptional, the Ebola clinical
trials signal an evolution in the current paradigms of therapeutic
research, beyond the case of epidemic emergencies. The accelerated process of research and development catalysed by the
Ebola epidemic should become a benchmark for all catastrophic
diseases, being acute or chronic, epidemic or sporadic. The
current convention of phased clinical trials, which regulates
claims of scientiﬁc evidence and access to new interventions,
needs to be adjusted to actual risks, beneﬁts, evidences and
emergency circumstances.
However, an increased ﬂexibility in the choice of trial designs
or emergency uses should come with reinforced safeguards,
including attention to ethics oversight, the timely sharing of
Calain P. J Med Ethics 2016;0:1–6. doi:10.1136/medethics-2016-103474

trial data, accountability and liability. A minority of scientists
have argued that, in the face of a highly lethal disease such as
EVD, anything plausibly efﬁcacious should be tested by clinicians either in individual patients or in case series. Such views
connect with radical appeals to dismantle ethics oversight of
biomedical research altogether53 and should not be supported.
Thus midway between extreme views about the individual
versus collective value of clinical trials, the recent Ebola clinical
trials represent a balanced evolution in the current paradigms of
therapeutic research, with consequences to be expected beyond
the case of epidemic emergencies. The current paradigm reﬂects
a strict separation between the in trial use and the compassionate use of experimental interventions. The former is expected to
generate valid data while the latter is deemed irrelevant as a
contribution to collective knowledge. By contrast, the emerging
paradigm recognises the pragmatic limitations of disaster
research and sees opportunities for scientiﬁc information from
various sources, including RCTs, adapted trials or MEURI. This
evolution converges with parallel claims that special access programmes for individuals suffering from catastrophic diseases do
contribute to generating useful evidence about safety and
efﬁcacy.54
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